
  

 
 

Nesting Baskets 
 

Date: Sunday, April 26, 2020    Time:  1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
           
Teacher: Gerry Terninko     Fee:  $30.00 
 
Brief Class Description: 
We will learn how to make one of these fun baskets in this class.  The same techniques are 
used to make all three sizes.  The baskets are sturdy enough to stack on top of each other when 
filled or they can nest into the larger basket when not filled. 
 

Supplies Needed Small Size 
6” W x 4” H 

Medium Size 
8” W x 5-1/4” H 

Large Size 
10” W x 6-1/2” H 

Pattern:  Nesting Baskets  
(CTH#240240) 

   

Main Fabric 
Body and base of basket 

¼ yard 5/8 yard ¾ yard 

Coordinating Fabric 
Basket lid, handles 
*1 yard is enough to make one 
of each size 

¼ yard ½ yard* ½ yard* 

ByAnnies Soft and Stable 
Stabilizer for Basket & Lid 
(CTH #5602132–18” x 58”) 
(CTH #5602133- 36” x 58”) 
*54” x 58” is sufficient to make 
one of each size 

14” x 58” 
 

20” x 58” 25” x 58” 

Vinyl, clear, heavyweight 
(Optional label pocket) 

1-3/4” x 4” 2” x 4-1/4” 2-1/4” x 4-1/2” 

1” strapping 
Stabilizer in optional handles 

9” 9” 9” 

Template Plastic or freezer 
paper to make templates 

Two 8” pieces Two 10” pieces Two 12” pieces 

Thread to match     

 
Pre-Class Work: 

 Choose the size basket you want to make.  All three sizes are made in the exact same 
manner. 

 Find the circle templates for the basket base and the lid base for the size basket you will be 
making.  In some cases, you will need to combine 2 or more sections to make the complete 
pattern.  So, my suggestion is to make a copy of the pages before you cut out the patterns.  
Tape sections together to make a complete pattern, where needed.  The pattern may be 
traced on template plastic or freezer paper.  Another option is to cover the pattern with 
packing tape before cutting out the circle.  This will provide a pattern sturdy enough to trace 
around on the fabric.  

Over > 



 

 Make a copy of labels on page 9 of your pattern.  As you cut out the pieces for the basket 
you are making, cut out the corresponding label and pin it to the piece.  This will help to keep 
you organized, as many of the pieces are similar in size. 

 Following the directions in Section 1 CUT FABRIC, VINYL, STRAPPING AND SOFT AND 
STABLE on page 2, cut out and label all pieces you need.  Be sure you are looking at the 
correct column in the table for the size basket you are making.  There are also cutting 
layouts for making the best use of your fabric on pages 5 through 8.  Be sure to note the 
basket size for the layout.  As you cut the pieces, remember to pin a label on each piece. 

  
Also, bring the following: 
Sewing machine in top running condition*  
Presser Feet: ¼ inch foot.  A Teflon foot is helpful for sewing on the vinyl. 
Scissors: paper scissors and fabric scissors 
Rotary cutter and cutting mat: Size is your choice 
Rulers:  Size is your choice 
Pins   
Wonder Clips (CTH#5608114) 
Seam Ripper 
Erasable Marking tool – such as Frixion Pen (CTH#612) or chalk markers 
Stiletto (CTH#7795) 
Template plastic (optional) 
Small iron and small pressing surface 

 
Thank you for coming to class prepared 
              

Supplies available at Close To Home 
Students get 15% off supplies for class and on class days 

*Your machine should be lint free, lubricated and have a new needle 
Our Service Department can assist with machine issues. 

 
Close to Home 995 Queen Street Southington, CT  06489 860-793-6639 

www.closetohomestores.com 
 


